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Abstract— A Web Service based Middleware for mobile ap-
plications is a promising platform to accelerate the application
development for mobile systems. Currently, the Web Service
protocol stack is using by default the Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) on top of HTTP. Since HTTP is using TCP,
the round-trip time of a Web Service call in mobile networks
is high due to the connection establishment of TCP (three-way-
handshake) and the congestion and error control mechanisms
(slow-start phase).

Some applications do not require delivery guarantees of TCP.
For these applications an unreliable transport of SOAP messages
over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a natural choice. If
an application needs a reliable transport of SOAP messages a
lightweight ARQ mechanism on top of UDP is the better choice
than using HTTP over a mobile link. The session management
of HTTP is substituted by introducing Web Services Addressing
properties within the SOAP header.

This paper will present the architecture and the realization of
an unreliable and reliable UDP SOAP binding for a Mobile Web
Service based middleware, which consumes Web Services (client)
and provides Web Services (server). Both bindings will map two
basic MEP to UDP services. The reliable binding encapsulates
a Selective-Repeat (explicit request) ARQ protocol on top of
UDP which ensures even the transmission of SOAP messages
over several datagrams. Some use cases and examples motivate
the work and stress the importance according to the mobile
middleware. A comparison of method invocation latencies of
the reliable UDP binding and the HTTP binding illustrate the
performance enhancements.

I. INTRODUCTION

XML Web Services are gaining in importance as a promis-
ing middleware technologies for applications which are loosely
coupled over the internet. The Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) as the main concept behind Web Services aims to
achieve the same success as the World Wide Web (WWW)
[1].

A Web Service based Middleware for mobile applications
is a promising platform to enable a platform independent
way of distributed computing and to accelerate the application
development for mobile devices. Section III introduces the
overall architecture of the developed Web Services based
middleware. Fundamental features of this middleware are ad-
ditional protocol bindings, policy driven object monitors, and
support for future Plug-and-Play services in ad-hoc networks.

In all three extensions, the use of UDP is a natural choice.
UDP provides an unreliable transmission of message, which
is used to send out real time data, such as real-time events, or
probe messages. Real time messages have to be transmitted

as fast as possible to ensure their relevance at receive time. A
retransmission of such messages would be unnecessary, since
they get obsolete in the meanwhile. Probe messages have to
be sent to a broadcast address or to a multicast group. UDP
enables broadcast and multicast communication. In section IV-
A the motivation for a SOAP binding to UDP is elucidated in
detail.

In addition, this paper shows that UDP can be used to
reliably transport messages by applying a simple Automatic
Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol on top of UDP. The paper
introduces the design and realization of the binding as well as
a performance comparison with the default HTTP binding.

The paper is organized as follows. After the related work
in section II and an introduction to the Mobile Web Services
topic in section III has been given, in section IV the concept
and architecture of the UDP SOAP binding will be introduced.
There, the use of the Web Service Addressing specifica-
tion (section IV-B), the supported Message-Exchange Patterns
(MEPs) (section IV-C), and a separation in the unreliable
and reliable binding are described. Finally, the implementa-
tion (section V) and performance evaluation (section VI) is
presented.

II. RELATED WORK

The presented realization is geared to the technical spec-
ification [2]. There a UDP binding for SOAP is specified
in order to use it for Dynamic Web Services Discovery and
Web Services Eventing. This binding is restricted to SOAP
messages which fit into a single datagram. Segmentation of
SOAP messages and reliable transmission of datagrams are
not supported.

In [3] different SOAP bindings are compared. The result
is that a UDP binding provides throughput that is ten times
higher compared to SOAP-over-HTTP in a wireless setting.
Furthermore, using UDP to transport SOAP messages reduces
transmission overhead by more than 50 % compared to SOAP-
over-HTTP. However, this comparison is not quite fair, since
their UDP binding implements no reliability mechanism.

This work gives a fair comparison of a reliable UDP and
HTTP binding by means of remote procedure call latencies.
In addition, the presented binding has been implemented not
only for Web Service clients, but also for mobile Web Service
servers.



III. MOBILE WEB SERVICES BASED MIDDLEWARE

In order to provide applications and application developers
an Application Programming Interface (API) to a mobile
distributed environment, the Mobile Web Service based mid-
dleware has been developed. Although the complex Web
Service technologies seemed to be too heavyweight for a
mobile environment, the flexibility and extensibility of Web
Services facilitate the definition of a mobile middleware.

A. Mobile Web Services based Middleware Architecture

The Web Services middleware is based on the SOA [1]
specified by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). There,
XML is used as basis for data representation. The messag-
ing protocol, SOAP [4], is structured in Extensible Markup
Language (XML) and can be delivered by an arbitrary proto-
col, by default HTTP.

The Web Services based middleware architecture is pre-
sented in [5], [6]. The middleware provides support to upper
layers which favors on the one hand the development of
applications, on the other hand, the application is assisted at
runtime. For instance, the middleware provides the application
developers the possibility to invoke remote services, publish
local services, monitor remote data, enable the monitoring of
local data, and to manage context information [5].

The middleware is capable to couple to different underlying
protocols, either to a session layer protocol, like HTTP, BEEP,
or WSP, or to a transport layer protocol, like TCP or UDP.
On top of these protocols a conversion layer, the SOAP
layer, affiliates the communication domain to the computing
domain. The main focus of this layer in respect of the ISO/OSI
reference model [7] is the ISO layer 6 (presentation layer).
With the absence of a session management and reliability
mechanisms, SOAP takes over these functionalities. Depend-
ing on the application the SOAP layer also performs aspects
of the application layer, since SOAP facilitates a basic object
exchange application.

By default the Web Services middleware framework uses
the HTTP binding, thus, session management is handled by
HTTP and the reliability of the message transport by TCP.
By using UDP we have to differentiate between different use
cases. SOAP messages could be transmitted without awaiting
a response or to route the message to a further node. In this
case no session management is necessary. If no guarantee of
the message delivery is mandatory, no reliability mechanism
is necessary. By using the UDP binding as a replacement for
the HTTP SOAP binding, SOAP takes the responsibility for
the session management and error correction, see section IV.

IV. UDP SOAP BINDING

All SOAP bindings have generally to follow the SOAP
Protocol Binding Framework [8]. The Binding framework
defines rules for valid SOAP-Bindings.

A SOAP binding specification has to enable one or more
MEPs. Thus, MEPs are selected and implemented by the UDP
binding based on the services provided by the underlying
protocol.

In the following sections the motivation for a UDP binding
is expressed (section IV-A), the Web Services Addressing
specification is introduced and mapped to the binding (section
IV-B), the supported MEPs IV-C are outlined, and a descrip-
tion of the realized reliable and unreliable binding is presented
(section IV).

A. Motivation for a SOAP Binding to UDP

The use cases for an unreliable and a reliable UDP binding
are different. The unreliable binding primarily enables the
use of Web Services within ad-hoc networks where services
are discovered using multicast ”Probe” messages, services
announce themselves using ”Hello” messages, or services dis-
band by sending a ”Bye” message. The specification ”Device
Profile for Web Services” [9] is following this approach. There,
specifications like ”Web Sevices Dynamic Discovery” [10]
and ”Web Services Eventing” [11] are used which themselves
are based on a UDP binding. SOAP messages over UDP are
used for service discovery and announcement as well as for
sending events to a multicast group. The use of the unreliable
transport of SOAP messages is mandatory due to the multicast
or broadcast communication.

In addition, the unreliable binding can be used in cellular
networks, for instance if real-time data (e.g. a position or
sensor data) is transmitted. In case that such real-time data
gets lost, a retransmission makes no sense, since this data may
become obsolete.

The reliable binding can be used in particular as a sup-
plement of the default HTTP binding for short-lived flows in
mobile networks in order to avoid the mentioned disadvantages
of TCP. Due to the high transmission delay of mobile net-
works, the TCP connection establishment (3-way handshake)
and the slow-start phase in the ARQ mechanism entail a
high latency of transmitting SOAP messages using the default
HTTP binding.

B. Web Services Addressing

Web Services are designed to be flexible and independent of
any transmission protocol. Indeed, addressing of Web Service
nodes is dependent on the addressing mechanism of the used
transmission protocol, e.g. the use of HTTP implies that
Web Services are addressed by means of Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs).

The Web Services Addressing working group aims at defin-
ing transport-neutral mechanisms to address Web Services
and messages exchanged by Web Services. The first WS-
Addressing recommendation [12] defines abstract properties
which have to be integrated within other Web Services tech-
nologies, such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
and mapped to concrete Web Services protocols, such as
SOAP. Two constructs, message addressing properties and
endpoint references have been designed in order to be ex-
tensible and re-usable.

A Web Service endpoint reference is an entity to which
Web Service messages can be addressed. It supports the
dynamic generation and customization of service endpoint



descriptions, referencing of specific services instances, and
dynamic exchange of endpoint information. The structure of
a Web Service endpoint reference is illustrated by the XML
infoset:

<wsa:EndpointReference>
<wsa:Address>xs:anyURI</wsa:Address>
<wsa:ReferenceParameters> ... </wsa:ReferenceParameters>
<wsa:Metadata> ... </wsa:Metadata>
<xs:any/>

</wsa:EndpointReference>

Message Exchange properties convey message char-
acteristics including addresses for source and destina-
tion <wsa:From>, <wsa:To> and message identities
<wsa:MessageID>.

The unique message ID <wsa:MessageID> can be used
i.a. to enable the session management at the sender and the
receiver. Here, the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) is a
hash value ID encoded in hexadecimal form. The hash value is
computed over 32 HEX digits composed of the unique current
time in milliseconds (digits 1-8), the IP address encoded in
hexadecimal (digits 9-16), the hex representation of the object
hash code (digits 17-24) and an integer random number coded
in hexadecimal form (digits 25-32).

C. Supported MEPs

In general a SOAP binding must enable one or more MEPs.
This section will select and specify the MEPs which are
supported by the UDP SOAP binding and the mapping to
SOAP and WSDL MEPs.

At SOAP level there are currently two specified MEPs, the
SOAP request-response and SOAP response MEP. The SOAP
response is not of interest, since a none SOAP request, as e.g.
a HTTP GET request will be responded by a SOAP message.

This paper will concentrate on the request-response MEP
and the very basic one-way MEP (this is no real MEP, since
only one message is involved).

Both MEP, One-way and request-response, can be sent out
not only unicast, but also a broadcast or multicast transport
is possible by using the corresponding Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses. In case of a multicast/broadcast transport only
the request is send out to a multicast/broadcast address, the
responses have to be unicast.
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(ARQ)
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Binding

WS-Sec.

WS-Adr. SOAP Parser

Rel. One-Way
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Fig. 1. SOAP layer concerning the binding to UDP

From OSI communications layer point of view, see figure
1, the core SOAP parser provides upper layers four Service
Access Points (SAPs) by using Web Services Addressing
properties and coupling either to an unreliable or an reliable
binding. The four SOAP SAPs result from the variation of the
two supported MEPs and bindings.

1) One-Way: The one-way MEP representation for a UDP
binding is trivial, since UDP already defines a one-way trans-
mission of datagrams. Therefore, the SOAP one-way service
can be mapped directly to a UDP-DATA service. The SOAP
sender uses the ”UDP-DATA request” service primitive and in
case of an error free transmission the SOAP receiver will be
informed by a ”UDP-DATA request” service primitive.

Attention has to be paid to the maximum length of the
payload of a datagram. If the length of the SOAP message
exceeds the max. length of a datagram payload, the SOAP
message has to be segmented into several datagrams and sent
to the receiver. The receiver has to assemble the datagrams to
the original message. This procedure is illustrated in section
IV-E about the reliable binding.

2) Request-Response: The Request-Response SOAP MEP
mapping to UDP is more complex, since UDP does not provide
any comparable service. Since we will not change the current
internet protocol stack, all additional features are implemented
within the SOAP layer. The correlation between the request
and response message is realized by using Web Services
Addressing properties [12]. Each message can be identified
by a unique message identifier (<wsa:MessageID>) and a
source and reply address can specify the message flow between
the service requestor and provider.

The Web Services Addressing information is stored within
the SOAP header. The response header can be constructed
from the request header as illustrated in the following example.

The request with the message ID 51F6DC39-1A5372A9-
62087DF1-C34F5921 is sent from mobile1 to mobile2
<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"

xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/03/addressing">

<S:Header>
<wsa:MessageID>

51F6DC39-1A5372A9-62087DF1-C34F5921
</wsa:MessageID>
<wsa:ReplyTo>

<wsa:Address>
datagram://mobile1.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:Address>

</wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa:To S:mustUnderstand="1">

datagram://mobile2.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts/Delete
</wsa:Action>

</S:Header>

<S:Body>
<f:Delete
xmlns:f="http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts">

<ContactID> 4711 </ContactID>
</f:Delete>

</S:Body>

</S:Envelope>

The response message from mobile2 to mobile1 with



the message ID 3F9202A6-D72B94f2-92F2A572-B19632D3
inserts the message ID of the request message into the
<wsa:RelatesTo> tag of the response message.

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"
xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/03/addressing">
<S:Header>
<wsa:MessageID>

3F9202A6-D72B94f2-92F2A572-B19632D3
</wsa:MessageID>
<wsa:RelatesTo>

51F6DC39-1A5372A9-62087DF1-C34F5921
</wsa:RelatesTo>
<wsa:To S:mustUnderstand="1">

datagram://mobile1.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts/DeleteAck
</wsa:Action>
</S:Header>
<S:Body>

<f:DeleteAck
xmlns:f="http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts"/>

</S:Body>
</S:Envelope>

Thus, the session management of the request-response MEP
is realized by correlating the <wsa:MessageID> identifiers
at the SOAP sender.

D. Unreliable Binding

The unreliable binding simply transfers SOAP messages
within one user datagram. Since the datagram payload size
is theoretically limited to 65507 bytes (in practice this value
is dependent on the implementation), the size of a SOAP
message which should be transmitted by using this binding
is limited, too. A segmentation of a SOAP message into many
user datagrams in the unreliable case is not useful, since one
lost segment causes the loss of the whole SOAP message.
Messages of a size greater than the max. payload size should
be transmitted using the reliable binding which is described
in the next section.

E. Reliable Binding

Although the default HTTP binding provides a reliable
message transmission, since TCP provides reliability on top
of IP, a reliable UDP binding is useful in wireless networks.
Low bandwidth and time-consuming media access and ARQ
protocols of mobile communication networks cause great
network delays. If the delay of a IP packet is greater than
the Retransmission Timeout of TCP, this packet will be
unnecessarily retransmitted and the TCP window size will
be decreased, since TCP assumes that the network is in
congestion.

For the reliable SOAP binding a Selective-Repeat-ARQ
mechanism with explicit requests will be introduced which
is adapted to the transmission of SOAP messages over UDP.
Between UDP and SOAP a protocol will be included which
enables the reliable transmission of arbitrary messages. In this
paper we focus on the transmission of SOAP messages, thus,
this protocol is placed within the SOAP binding. The protocol
introduces an additional header, including a sequence number,
message type flag, and the WS-Adressing Message-ID.

The sender splits the SOAP message in M datagrams and
transmits each datagram sequently. Each datagram correspond-
ing to the same SOAP message carries in the ”Binding” header
the unique Message ID, the first datagram has an START flag
(S), the following datgrams a CONTINUE flag (C), and the
last message an END flag (E). The sequence number of the
datagrams is increased with each datagram by one, starting
from 0, see figure 2.

After sending the last datagram the sender waits T seconds
for a final acknowledgement and indicates the successful trans-
mission of the message. If after this time no acknowledgement
is received, the SOAP sender either can retransmit the whole
message or indicate an error to the application.
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UDP-DATA
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SOAP-MESSAGE
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SOAP-MESSAGE
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SOAP UDP UDP SOAP
UDP
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UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
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Fig. 2. Sequence diagram of a reliable One-way SOAP message exchange
using a Selective-Repeat-ARQ

The SOAP receiver opens a buffer for each received data-
gram, containing a new Message ID. All received datagrams
with this message ID will be saved according to their sequence
number in the corresponding position of the buffer. After
writing the datagram with the END flag into the buffer or
waiting T seconds, the receiver requests the missing datagrams
with one cumulative NACK(..,..). If the message is completed,
a final ACK message is sent to the SOAP sender, otherwise the
Selective-Repeat explicit-request procedure will be repeated.

The advantage of the Selective-Repeat ARQ is the less
amount of acknowledgements and retransmissions especially
if the datagram loss rate is low. In this case only one additional
ACK message is sent compared to an unreliable transmission.
The delay is as long as using the unreliable binding if no
datagrams get lost.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The introduced UDP binding for SOAP as well as the
whole mobile Web Services based middleware is developed
for a Java2 Micro Edition (J2ME) platforms and can be
deployed on Java enabled devices and phones which support
this platform. There are different server threads which accept



incoming SOAP messages and method calls from HTTP and
UDP ports. A SOAP parser evaluates the header and body
fields and invokes the corresponding methods on the mobile
server implementation.

The server implementation uses a deployment interface to
register arbitrary services. After registering to the server, their
service methods are published and accessible over HTTP and
UDP, see [13] for more details.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the reliable and unreliable UDP has
been compared with the default HTTP binding by means of
round-trip-time (RTT) measurements for different Web Service
calls. Figure 3 shows the results of measurements where
two mobile phone emulators running on desktop computers
are connected via ethernet. Further measurements with real
devices connected by GPRS and UMTS networks are planned.
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Fig. 3. Comparative analysis of HTTP and Reliable/Unreliable UDP SOAP
binding running on a phone emulator connected by ethernet.
Depicted is the mean round-trip time (RTT) averaged over 30 executions of
each service

The results show that the use of the UDP binding is approx.
4 times faster than using the HTTP binding for a remote
method invocation on average. Of course, the unreliable UDP
binding performs the best, but the transmission is not ensured
and not acknowledged.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The paper has presented an enhanced SOAP binding to UDP
and the realization for J2ME mobile phones. The binding
follows and extends the technical specification [2] and uses
the Web Services Addressing specification [12]. The exten-
sions are mainly related to the reliable transport of SOAP
messages over UDP and the segmentation of large messages
into multiple datagrams. For this purpose, a Selective-Repeat
ARQ protocol has been added to the reliable binding on top of
UDP. The advantage is that no adaptation of the protocols are
needed, the enhancements are realized on “application” layer
within the SOAP protocol.

Latency measurements of remote procedure calls using the
UDP and the HTTP binding to SOAP prove the strength of
the UDP binding, since the reliable UDP binding performs
approx. 4 times faster than the default HTTP binding.
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